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<staff n="4">
  <layer n="1">
    <note dur="4" dur.ges="256" oct="3" pname="d"
       xml:id="p1n0v1b1s4"/>
    <note dur="4" dur.ges="256" oct="3" pname="c"
       xml:id="p1n256v1b1s4"/>
    <note dur="4" dur.ges="256" oct="2" pname="b"
       xml:id="p1n512v1b1s4"/>
    <note dur="4" dur.ges="256" oct="2" pname="a"
       xml:id="p1n768v1b1s4"/>
  </layer>
</staff>
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- Similes
- Variants
- Meta data
- Audio
- Manuscript details
- Rendering
- Publication
- MEIRA
- SCORE
- VexFlow
- MusicXML
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- similes
- variants
- meta data
- audio
- manuscript details
- publication

- Neon.js
- Aruspix
- MEI Neumes Viewer

- MEIRA
- SCORE
- VexFlow
- musicXML
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the MEI metro
as implemented in the Edirom Editor
thanks